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Discover how SQL:2003 handles images, XML files, and more
Use SQL to build databases, keep them safe, and access their information     

Relationships are everything, especially when it comes to databases – so if you work with them, form a relationship with this book. It helps you use SQL to build databases, protect them from corruption, store and retrieve what you need, handle nonrelational data, and even swap information with nondatabase applications using XML.     

The Dummies Way     

	Explanations in plain English
	"Get in, get out" information
	Icons and other navigational aids
	Tear-out cheat sheet
	Top ten lists
	A dash of humor and fun


About the Author
   Allen G. Taylor is a database instructor who has written 20 computer books. He operates a Web development company and is much in demand as a speaker.
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Arduino Music and Audio ProjectsApress, 2015

	This book is for musical makers and artists who want to gain knowledge and inspiration for your own amazing creations. “Grumpy Mike” Cook, co-author of several books on the Raspberry Pi and frequent answerer of questions of the Arduino forums, brings you a fun and instructive mix and simple and complex projects to help you...
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Google SketchUp for Site Design: A Guide to Modeling Site Plans, Terrain and ArchitectureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Google SketchUp for Site Design illustrates a holistic approach to SketchUp: how it works and more importantly, what to do with it.
    Filled with tutorials from front to back, the book focuses on the start and completion of projects that include rich detail and expression. Each part and chapter of the book builds on the...
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The Big Bang (Science Foundations)Chelsea House Publications, 2009

	Less than a hundred years ago, science seriously debated whether a cosmic array of stars and galaxies extended beyond the Milky Way. Discoveries and theories have revealed a universe of increasing enormity, complexity, and mystery. Beginning with an overview of the scientific method, "The Big Bang" follows the pioneering...
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Verification Techniques for System-Level Design (Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
A must-read in formal and semi-formal verification!     

       This book will explain how to verify SoC logic designs using formal and semi-formal verification techniques. The critical issue to be addressed is whether the functionality of the design is the one that the designers intended. Simulation has been used for checking the...
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Real World Mac Maintenance and BackupsPeachpit Press, 2006
Are you making reliable backups and performing regular maintenance on  your Mac? Too few Mac users take the time to do so, and they regret it  when something goes wrong. That's where Macintosh expert Joe Kissell  can help. You'll learn how to keep your Mac running smoothly with a set  of daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly tasks, plus get advice on...
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A Companion to Ancient Greek GovernmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This comprehensive volume details the variety of constitutions and types of governing bodies in the ancient Greek world. • A collection of original scholarship on ancient Greek governing structures and institutions • Explores the multiple manifestations of state action throughout the Greek world • Discusses the evolution of...
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